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We have designed a pump-probe experiment to excite I2 to the B state and subsequently ionize the molecule with a two-color (800 and 400 nm) probe pulse. By varying the relative phase of the two colors we are able to probe the asymmetric dissociation of I 2+ 2
→ I
2+ + I and we observe spatial asymmetries in the ion yield of this (2,0) channel. Because the durations (35 fs) of the pump and probe pulses are much shorter than the vibrational period of the B state (700 fs) we can fully resolve the dynamics as a function of internuclear separation R. We find that the amplitude of the spatial asymmetry increases as a function of R and that the relative phase of the two colors that produces the maximum asymmetry is independent of R. Both of these observations are consistent with ionization of I2 directly into the field-dressed potential curves of I 2+ 2 , which we model with a two-electron 1-D double-well potential in an external field. Interestingly, we find a spatial asymmetry for dissociation channels with a charge difference ∆q = 2, ((2,0) and (3,1)), but not for ∆q = 1, ((1,0), (2, 1) , (3, 2) ). Finally, substructure in the time-of-flight data shows two distinct states leading to the (2,0) dissociation limit, one of which may indicate a breakdown of the presented model. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Atoms and molecules have been studied in strong laser fields for decades with many kinds of experiments including above threshold dissociation [1] , symmetric and asymmetric dissociation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , electronically excited fragments [8] [9] [10] [11] , and the dependence of ionization on internuclear separation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Molecules also possess an extra degree of freedom in the form of nuclear motion which gives rise to avoided potential energy crossings when a laser field is applied [18] [19] [20] . Furthermore, many of the dynamics observed in molecules have a strong dependence on the internuclear separation, perhaps most notably in the phenomena of enhanced ionization at a critical internuclear distance, R c [15] . Homonuclear diatomics are particularly interesting as they exhibit charge-resonance (CR) states which couple strongly to electromagnetic fields and have no analogue in atoms [21] . Understanding of these phenomena is critical to providing a description of the complex dynamics of molecules in strong laser fields.
The CR states of a diatomic molecule play an important role in the ionization of the molecule by a strong laser field and have been extensively studied theoretically [12, 25] . In a 1-electron system, the CR states are the lowest lying states and along with electron localization produce a large increase in the ionization rate at a critical internuclear separation R c . This phenomenon of charge-resonance enhanced ionization (CREI) [12] appears to be universal in diatomic molecules and R c is consistently found to be 2-3 times the equilibrium distance of the neutral molecule [15] . The CR states of an even-charged molecule are the excited ionic states which correlate to a dissociation limit with a charge difference of 2 between the fragments (e.g. I 2+ 2 → I 2+ + I). In this example, the ionic states are roughly 8 eV above the covalent ground state, although the N 6+ 2 → N 4+ + N 2+ dissociation channel has been observed [22] which lies 30 eV above the ground state. On the one hand, these ionic states have been identified as doorway states to ionization of even-charged molecules and produce a similar effect of R c in odd-charged molecules. On the other hand, the charge asymmetric dissociation channels which correlate with the ionic states are observed in all strong field ionization experiments, so the ionic states are not simply doorway states but are themselves populated by the laser field. Given the high degree of excitation possible with near-IR laser fields, it is natural to ask how exactly are they populated. Unfortunately, typical timeof-flight (TOF) experiments studying the ionization and dissociation of molecules in strong laser fields simply do not have the energy resolution to separate the gerade and ungerade states that make up the CR pair, although it is the dynamics of these states that determines the response to the laser field. However, information about these states can be obtained by using 1ω2ω fields which are created by coherently adding the fundamental and second harmonic of a laser field:
where φ is the relative phase between the pulses and E ω and E 2ω are the envelopes of the fundamental and second harmonic, respectively (Fig. 1 ). This combined field can break the spatial symmetry of the interaction, which, in turn, can lead to a spatial asymmetry in the dissociation of the ionic states. From this, the amplitude and phase of the populations in the CR states can be determined. Asymmetries produced by two-color fields have been studied theoretically [27] and experimentally [28] [29] [30] [31] in primarily light molecules. The asymmetric dissociation of D 2 in a two-color field has been observed at ion energies identified with bond softening, rescattering and above threshold dissociation [31] . Similar ion yield asymmetries have been seen in H 2 , N 2 , HD, O 2 , and CO 2 [28, 29] . In these light molecules, the dynamical processes of interest occur on time scales which are on the order of the pulse duration (around 30-50 fs). One immediate consequence is that ionization and dissociation are happening in parallel. It is therefore difficult to resolve the dynamics and important information may be obscured. This paper presents internuclear separation resolved measurements of the ionization of I 2 in a two-color laser field with 35 fs laser pulses, allowing us to decouple ionization and dissociation. We do this by creating a vibrational wavepacket (VWP) with a pump pulse in the B state of I 2 , which evolves in time. The two-color probe pulse then ionizes the molecule at later times corresponding to different values of R. In this way, we can measure field-induced spatial asymmetries in the subsequent dissociation as a function of R. We find that the spatial asymmetry has a strong dependence on R, increasing from close to zero to almost 0.5. Moreover, the 1ω2ω phase which produces the maximum asymmetry is independent of R. We compare these results to two models: a simple two-level model of the ionic states of a doubly charged molecule and a more complete three-level model which also includes the ground state and multiphoton excitation. We find good qualitative agreement with the two-level model, which implies direct ionization from the previous charge state to the field-dressed ionic states. However, we do find evidence of a breakdown in our quasistatic model which may be due to mechanisms such as non-adiabatic effects, electron localization, or dephasing.
Contrary to other experiments [29] , we do not see any spatial asymmetry in dissociation channels where the charge difference, ∆q, is one, such as the (1,0), (2,1), and (3,2) channels. In addition, we observe new features in the TOF spectrum, namely the well-known (2,0) dissociation channel appears to consist of two distinct channels with different kinetic energy releases and different dependences of the the ionization rate into the channels as a function of R.
II. EXPERIMENT A. R-resolved measurements
The B state (B 3 Π + u ) of the Iodine molecule is well known and is used as an intermediate state to control the internuclear separation of the molecule. The method described here and schematically represented in Fig. 2 has been studied and verified in Ref. [32] . Since the inner turning point of the B state is dependent upon the wavelength, we also have some additional control over the VWP. The wavelength of the pump pulse couples the neutral X and B states and determines the initial R position in the B state at which the vibrations begin. The vibrational period of the B state at 513 nm is around 700 fs. The pump beam resonantly excites the neutral I 2 to the B state and the 1ω2ω probe pulse ionizes the B state at a variable time delay with a resolution of 10 fs. The probe pulse ionizes the molecule and, depending on the intensity, can create molecular ions including I [35] . Generally, the ionized molecules dissociate and the kinetic energy release of the ion fragments is measured through TOF. Identification of all measured dissociation channels of I 2 and its ions have been previously determined through correlation measurements [6] . Finally, knowing the potential curve of the B state allows us to convert from time delay to internuclear separation.
B. Experimental setup
The data collected for I 2 were obtained using a Ti:Sapphire laser system. The system produces 800 µJ in 35 fs at a wavelength of 800 nm and a 1 kHz repetition rate. The beam is split by an 90/10 beam splitter to send 10% of the beam through a two-color (1ω2ω) arm and 90% through a TOPAS (traveling-wave optical parametric amplifier of superfluorescence) system. The TOPAS is tuned to a wavelength of 513 nm and produces about 2 µJ in 50 fs. The pump and probe pulses are parallel to the TOF axis but offset in space and focused by a silver spherical mirror inside the TOF chamber to obtain spatial overlap. The pump pulse is about 1 µJ and the probe pulse has energies of 2.6 µJ and 0.4µJ for the 800 and 400 nm light, respectively. The intensities used are 4.3x10 13 time delay between the pump and probe pulses. The Iodine is introduced into the vacuum chamber effusively from a stainless steel bulb. Experiments are done using a typical Wiley-McLaren TOF spectrometer [38] . Once the ions are produced they are extracted by a dc electric field of 223 V/cm through a 1 mm pinhole and accelerated an additional 800 eV. They are then sent through a 10 cm field-free drift tube giving both symmetric velocity dispersion and high resolution. A microchannel plate is used to detect the ions and the signal is amplified, discriminated, sent to a time-to-digital converter and then readout to a computer. The molecules in the TOF chamber are at room temperature with a pressure of around 1x10 −6 torr and a base pressure better than 10 −9 torr. The resulting TOF spectra for a particular dissociation channel consists of two peaks which are symmetric about the arrival time of the zero-kinetic-energy ion. The "forward" ("backward") peak represents ions with initial velocities toward (away from) the detector. An example of the TOF spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 . The separation of the peaks is proportional to the initial momentum of the dissociating fragments.
The asymmetry of the ion yield, β(φ), is found by calculating the ion yield for the forward (Y F ) and backward peaks (Y B ) and is conventionally defined as:
The asymmetry depends on φ and the dissociation chan- nel. However, the difference in detection efficiency of the forward and backward ions affects β(φ): the backwardgoing ions have a larger transverse spread when they reach the extraction pinhole than the forward-going ions. As a result, the backward peaks have a smaller chance of passing through the extraction pinhole and being detected. This angular acceptance results in larger forward peaks than backward peaks since the molecules in these experiments are not perfectly aligned. However, this difference in angular acceptance was measured and accounted for.
C. Mach-Zehnder interferometer and phase measurement
The 1ω2ω beam is produced by frequency doubling the 800 nm light with a 250 µm thick BBO crystal to generate 400 nm light. Immediately after the crystal, the 800 and 400 nm beams are separated spatially and recombined with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer designed for maximum stability (Fig. 4) . Once recombined, the spatial overlap is optimized by focusing the beams and imaging them with a camera. The arm of the interferometer containing the 800 nm beam contains a λ/2 waveplate to rotate the polarization so that it is parallel with the TOF axis and the 400 nm beam. A variable attenuator in the 800 nm arm allows intensity ratios of 1ω/2ω from 1:1 up to 10:1 and controls the path difference of the two beams. Spectral interference is used to determine the relative phase of the two colors. As shown in Fig. 4 , a surface reflection off of the TOF vacuum chamber window is used to send the primary 800 and 400 nm beams into a spectrometer. In order to measure the spectral interference between the two beams, the polarizations and wavelengths must be the same. To achieve this, a second BBO crystal is utilized to produce a secondary vertically polarized 400 nm beam. A polarizer projects the polarizations of the primary and secondary 400 nm beams on to the same axis and the beams can then interfere. This surface reflection allows real time measurements of the relative phase.
When the beams are properly overlapped, the interference spectrum at zero time delay shows no fringesthe overall amplitude simply goes up and down with the phase of the pulses. Thus, in order to more accurately measure the phase, fringes are produced in the spectrum by temporally offsetting the two beams with a thin piece of glass before the secondary doubling crystal. An example interference spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 . The resulting spectrum is then fit with a sinusoidally modulated Gaussian and the parameter describing the relative phase is recorded for each TOF measurement. The control of the relative phase of the beams is obtained by mounting a glass variable attenuator on a motorized rotation stage which can change the phase by about 0.5 rads with each step. The interferometer has proven to be phase stable over periods of hours to better than ± 5 degrees.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND MODELS
Generally, the phase of the 1ω2ω pulse is set and the TOF spectra are recorded for time delays of 0 to 200 fs in 10 fs steps. This is repeated for up to 18 different phase values. With this, the spatial asymmetry of any dissociation channel can be determined as a function of delay or R.
The resonant excitation to the B state is about 20% efficient, leaving roughly 80% of the population in the ground X state. Thus, the 1ω2ω pulse can continue to ionize the X state and there are (2,0) peaks present in the TOF which are from the X state. This background is measured by blocking the 513 nm beam and subtracted from the pump-probe data, taking into account the depletion of the X state. A typical TOF delay scan for a particular phase is presented in Fig. 6 . Several features are immediately apparent. First, the image is fairly symmetric about a horizontal line at a TOF of 3748 ns corresponding to an I 2+ ion with zero kinetic energy. The data above this line are the late (backward) ions, and below are the early (forward) ions. Second, the data form "tracks": the TOF or kinetic energy release (KER) smoothly changes with time delay as can be seen for both the (2,0) and (2,1) states. From Fig. 2 we see that the molecule expands in time on the B state and R increases generally leading to lower KER's. We identify the higher KER track as the (2,1) channel, and the lower as the (2,0) channel. In fact, we verify the motion on the B state with the KER of the (2,1) channel [32] . Finally, the (2,0) channel has substructure which appears to result from two separate states. The tracks in the TOF produced from these states are shown Fig. 7b . The clear difference in the kinetic energy release observed in the TOF shows that two different (2,0) channels are being populated.
The disappearance of the (2,0) signal around 200 fs has been attributed to population trapping in the slightly bound region of the (2,0) potential curve [32] . The pump wavelength sets the inner turning point of the VWP and allows access to a large range of R values where trapping becomes possible. In order to discuss the experimental results in terms of R, a simulation was conducted to find the expectation value of R on the B state as a function of pump-probe delay. The results of the simulation shown in Fig. 7a allow conversion from pump-probe time delay to R. We find that the outer turning point on the B state is at a pump-probe delay of about 400 fs or about 8.7 a.u. as seen in Fig. 7a . The range over which we observe the signal from I 2+ in this experiment is from a delay of 0 to about 200 fs (solid line in Fig. 7a) , or equivalently about 5 to 8 a.u..
The asymmetry of the (2,0) channel is found from Eq. (2). The measurement of the asymmetry for each of the (2,0) channels is found by fitting the pairs of peaks from the TOF with Gaussian curves and using the areas of the curves as the ion yield (Fig. 8) . The peaks are labeled as "slow" and "fast" to distinguish the two channels. Typically, the total "left/right" asymmetry is measured [29] . Here, the left (right) is defined as the two (2,0) peaks immediately to the left (right) of the 0 KER (3748 ns). Fig. 9 shows an example of the left/right asymmetry of the (2,0) channel as a function of relative phase. The asymmetry shows a clear dependence on the phase of the 1ω2ω field with the maxima and minima separated by π, as expected. Interestingly, the (2,1), (1,0), and (3,2) do not show an asymmetry while the (3,1) channel does, in addition to the (2,0).
To examine the asymmetry dependence on internuclear separation, data sets at each R are fit to find the maximum amplitude of the asymmetry β 0 and the relative phase of the maximum φ 0 :
where β of f is the offset resulting from the difference in the detection efficiency between the forward and backward-going peaks. For left/right asymmetry, β 0 increases with R until about 7.5 a.u. when the amplitude reaches a maximum of about 0.3 ( Fig. 10 ) and agrees qualitatively with the results of our two-level model (see Appendix) presented in Fig. 11 and discussed below. Although the amplitudes in the experimental results ( FIG. 7. a) Simulation results for the expectation value of R vs. Pump-probe delay for a VWP on the B state used to convert from time delay to R. The solid line highlights the region over which the I 2+ signal is observed experimentally. b) Centers of peaks for each of the (2,0) channels portraying the tracks seen in the TOF (Fig. 6 ) now as a function of R. The centers are found by fitting each of the peaks with a Gaussian.
10) and the two-level calculations (Fig. 11) are different, clearly there is a region of R in which β 0 increases monotonically and a larger R region where β 0 approaches a constant maximum value. Further, the phase φ 0 of Eq. (3) shows no R dependence so the maximum asymmetry occurs at the same 1ω2ω phase for each pump-probe delay (See inset of Fig. 10 ). This observation is in agreement with the experiments of Ref. [29] and the simple model of a two-level system presented here in which the maximum asymmetry will occur when the field itself has maximum asymmetry.
The initial measurement of the left/right asymmetry provides evidence that β 0 increases with R and φ 0 is constant with R as well as qualitative agreement with our two-level model. However, the left/right asymmetry measurement does not fully take advantage of our timeof-flight resolution: it simply provides a measurement of all the detected ions within a range of KER which are initially toward or away from the detector. In fact, closer examination of the (2,0) TOF measurements reveals that multiple peaks which we attribute to two different (2,0) channels can be resolved (Fig. 8) . It is therefore perti- nent to examine each of the (2,0) channels and perform calculations which are analogous to those done in the left/right asymmetry scenario. Fitting each set of (2,0) peaks with Gaussians as shown in Fig. 8 results in two different sets of data: the slow (low energy) and fast (higher energy) channels. The asymmetry of both the slow and fast channels show a clear dependence on the 1ω2ω phase similar to Fig. 9 . The amplitude of the asymmetry β 0 as a function of R for each (2,0) channel is presented in Fig. 12 . Here β 0 is also an increasing function of R at small R. The slow channel is just resolved at about 7.25 a.u. and β 0 increases monotonically with R up to about 8 a.u. when the signal from the (2,0) disappears. The fast channel also increases with R up until about 7.5 a.u. when it reaches a maximum. As R increases, β 0 increases from 0 up to about 0.50 for the (2,0) channels as shown in Fig. 12 , while φ 0 stays constant within the error bars (see inset). Although our two-level model predicts a maximum asymmetry of 1, our experimental setup is not optimized for measuring spatial asymmetry due to the differ- ence in angular acceptance for the forward and backward peaks, discussed above. Therefore, the resulting measured asymmetries may be slightly lower than expected. Some groups use velocity map imaging (VMI) to measure ion yields resulting in asymmetry measurements as high as ±0.7 [29] . Nevertheless, both of the (2,0) channels show an increase in the amplitude of the asymmetry as a function of R and a constant φ 0 . Each channel has a distinct dependence as seen in Fig. 12 , again suggesting the presence of two distinct pairs of CR states. Fig. 13 shows the results of the β 0 based on the two-level model for two different dipole couplings. The offset in β 0 (R) as seen in Fig. 12 could be due to the different dipole couplings of the two states. Up to this point, the results are still in qualitative agreement with our two-level model as well as the results of the left/right asymmetry measurements. However, the maximum in the amplitude of the asymmetry is not predicted by the model. The molecule must approach the separated atom limit at which point there can be no asymmetry, although non-adiabatic effects and dephasing may play a role as well. The R at which the molecule begins to behave as two separated atoms is not well known and the physics in this region may be important in understanding molecules on a fundamental level. The observation of a maximum in β 0 may indicate this transition region at which point our two-level model loses validity as it assumes adiabatic following of the field.
The R dependence of the ionization into the (2,0) channels is also measured. Fig. 14 shows the ionization rates into the (2,0) channels based on the total counts measured in the TOF. The total counts are found by summing each pair of forward and backward peaks (i.e. the (2,0) slow peaks). The most prominent features are the two peaks of (2,0) occurring at different R's. The R at which the slow peaks show a maximum is around 6.5 a.u. (70 fs) and the fast peaks show a maximum at around 7.7 a.u. (160 fs). Again, the observation of two peaks in the ionization is evidence for populating two different (2,0) channels [16] .
IV. DISCUSSION
The observation of charge asymmetric dissociation (CAD) channels in homonuclear diatomic molecules presents an interesting challenge to understanding the behavior of molecules in strong laser fields. Most work in this field focuses on the ionization rate of the ground state of the molecule as a function of internuclear separation and alignment and one would not necessarily consider the possibility that this would lead to excitation of the resulting molecular ion. Nevertheless, as mentioned in the Introduction, the ionic states leading to CAD are indeed electronically excited and this excitation energy can be quite substantial (up to 8.7 eV in I 2 ). Thus, we would like to get a better understanding of the mechanism behind this extraordinary degree of excitation.
There are two possible routes to populating the states leading to CAD in even-charged molecules: 1) ionization of the previous charge state directly populates the ionic states, and 2) ionization of the previous charge state leaves the ion in the covalent charge-symmetric ground state and the ion is further excited by the laser field to the high lying ionic states. Both possibilities have connections to prior theoretical work. Bandrauk et al. found that the ionic states play an important role in the ionization of even-charged molecules, but they did not consider ionization into the ionic states. It has also been shown that the covalent ground state and gerade/ungerade ionic states form an interesting three-level system that can support very high-order (>10) multiphoton transitions [37] . Indeed, evidence was found for a resonant threephoton transition in I 2+ 2 [36] . Nevertheless, we think that it is unlikely that the (2,0) states are being populated by resonant mulitphoton transitions in this experiment.
This simple observation of spatially asymmetric dissociation means that both the gerade and ungerade states must be coherently populated such that they add or subtract to produce the higher charged ion going either forward or backwards with respect to the detector (see Appendix). Since the singlet covalent ground state has gerade symmetry, a single color laser field will resonantly couple to only one of the ionic states (gerade or ungerade), depending on the number of photons involved. This is why a single color cannot produce spatial asymmetry. If the second harmonic is added, the selection rules change, raising the possibility that both gerade and ungerade states can be populated, but only under very restrictive conditions: the number of photons absorbed from the 2ω beam must be odd, so that the number of photons from the 1ω beam is even. With our 800/400 nm 1ω2ω beam, this is not possible considering our knowledge of the potential energy curves of the I 2+ 2 molecule, within the range of R that we can probe. Even if an appropriate R existed where both the gerade and ungerade states could be resonantly populated, it would not explain the systematic dependence of the asymmetry on R.
Thus, we return to the first possibility mentioned above. A simple two-electron 1-D model reveals the basic structure of a even-charged molecular ion ( Fig. 15 and Appendix). The (1,1) channel forms the covalent ground state and the (2,0) gerade/ungerade states are the excited CR pair of states. The CR states have two distinctive features. They become completely degenerate at large R and the dipole coupling between them approaches R as R gets large [37] . Thus, if a dc field is applied, the states are barely perturbed at small R and become quite distorted at large R. Moreover, at small R, the states will only be slightly mixed whereas at large R, they become fully mixed. To include ionization, we make the ansatz that the lower of the two field-induced states will be preferentially populated when this charge state is created through ionization. With this ansatz, we can predict the amplitude of the spatial asymmetry as a function of R as follows (Fig. 11) . At small R, there is little mixing of the CR states and only the ungerade will be populated. Since this state has equal probability of having the electrons on either ion, there will be no spatial asymmetry. At large R, the states are completely mixed and the lower field-induced state receives all the population. However, this field-induced state is a coherent superposition of the field-free states and this will lead to a maximum spatial asymmetry. Thus, we predict that the spatial asymmetry will start very small at small R and reach a maximum value of 1 at large R. A quantitative calculation of the asymmetry as a function of R is given in the Appendix, within the context of our model. Another consequence of this model is that the phase of the maximum asymmetry will not change as a function of R. This is because the maximum asymmetry will always occur when the field asymmetry is, itself, a maximum. Note, this would not necessarily be true for a resonant multiphoton transition [31] .
The above description considered a dc field. In the presence of a single color ac field, the coherent sum of the field-free states will reverse as the field reverses. In other words, the lower field-induced state will lead to a left-going ion for one direction of the field and a rightgoing ion for the other direction of the field. In this way, the left and right-going states will be equally populated leading to no spatial asymmetry. In the two-color field, one direction is preferred over the other, leading to a preference for the left or right-going ion which will then show a spatial asymmetry.
Our data are consistent with both predictions of the two-level model: the amplitude of the spatial asymmetry β 0 increases with R up to a point and the phase giving rise to the maximum asymmetry φ 0 is independent of R. Thus, we conclude that the ionization of I + 2 can directly populate the excited ionic states of I 2+ 2 . Of course, this implies that if the ionic states are populated, the least bound electron could not have been the one ionized, as, by definition, that would have left the ion in the ground state. This is another example of a phenomena gaining attention lately, namely excitation through ionization [34] . However, we do not see the asymmetry reach the predicted value of 1 at large R. Instead, we find that β 0 goes through a maximum and then decreases toward zero at large R and our model does not capture this behavior. This is perhaps not so surprising as we have used a dc field and the time independent Schrodinger equation to study dynamics only as a function of R. A more detailed two-level calculation in which the time dependence of the 1ω2ω field is applied may provide insight into the observed maximum and subsequent decrease in β 0 as a function of R.
Finally, we return to our observation of additional structure in the TOF spectrum around the (2,0) channel. From the KER measurements, the ionization rates as a function of R, and the spatial asymmetries, we must conclude that we are populating two distinct (2,0) states, each of which is a CR pair. While it is not surprising that there could be many states connected with the (2,0) dissociation limit, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time more than one state has been identified as a (2,0) dissociation channel.
V. CONCLUSION
We have measured the spatial asymmetry of the CAD channel of I 2+ 2 as a function of internuclear separation by first exciting the neutral molecule to the B state and letting it evolve in time. By varying the delay of a 1ω2ω probe pulse, we measure the asymmetry as a function of internuclear separation for different values of the 1ω2ω phase. The maximum amplitude of the spatial asymmetry increases with R, goes through a maximum, and then decreases while the phase of the maximum asymmetry is constant. By comparing these results to a simple two-level model in a dc field, we conclude that the molecules are ionized directly into the field-dressed ionic states of the dication. Although our two-level model captures many of the characteristics of the spatial asymmetry, it appears to break down as it does not predict the behavior of the asymmetry for all observed values of R. In addition, we find evidence for two different states correlating with the I 2+ + I dissociation limit. Finally, we observe spatial asymmetries for the states with dissociation limits with a charge difference of 2, but not for a charge difference of 1.
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We then consider just the two-level subsystem, namely the (2,0) g and u states:
where the eigenstates are (2,0) g and (2,0) u (Fig. 15) and are defined as |g and |u as follows:
The strong field couples the two states resulting in the Hamiltonian:
where Ω ≈ αR in atomic units and α corresponds to the electric field. For R > 2, the dipole matrix element u| r 1 + r 2 |g is approximately R [37] . In the presence of the electric field, the potential curves will be modified as shown in Fig. 15 and are defined as the up field and down field states. The static field breaks the degeneracy of the g and u levels and the states in Eq. (A3) are no longer eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Eq. (A4). To find the new eigenstates in the field we first find the eigenvalues of Eq. (A4) and define them as:
where λ + (λ − ) corresponds to the up field (down field) quasistatic energy. We define the eigenstates of Eq. (A4) as |ψ + for the upfield state associated with λ + and |ψ − for the downfield state associated with λ − in terms of the original basis states in Eq. (A3) as:
Eqs. (A5) and (A7) allow us to solve for the amplitudes under the normalization condition that 
At this point we have a full description of the the twolevel system in the laser field. We propose that there will be preferential ionization to the down field state |ψ − since it lies at a lower energy than the up field state of the system. Since |ψ − contains both |u and |g components, population of this state can lead to spatially asymmetric dissociation. In the laser field, the eigenstates are a coherent superposition of the field-free states according to:
where |L and |R are left and right going states. which are used to calculate β0. The range for the minimum and maximum asymmetries measured experimentally are indicated by the dashed vertical lines. At small R β0 is small and as R increases β0 approaches a maximum of one as shown in Fig. 11 .
The sudden projection of the down field |ψ − onto this basis gives us the amplitudes of the electronic wavefunctions going to the left and right:
where C L is the amplitude of the wavefunction in the left well and C R is the amplitude of the wavefunction in the right well. Finally, we can calculate the spatial asymmetry based on the two-level system by squaring the amplitudes found in Eq. (A13) and using Eq. (2). The populations in the left and right wells are shown in Fig. (17) . The amplitude of the asymmetry β 0 using the results of Eq. (A13) is shown in Fig. 11 .
